Parent guide to remote learning
At Calder High School

Please note for Calder Primary remote provision details have been sent via e-mail
and can also be found on the remote learning section of the Calder Primary website.
All information in this document can be found:
http://www.calderlearningtrust.com/remotelearning/
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Section 1- Remote Learning at Calder High School
Dear parent/carer,
This guide is intended to support you and your child as we begin another period of remote
learning. It outlines our plans for remote learning during the latest period of national restrictions
which has meant that students will be required to stay at home to access remote education.
Our remote learning plan
Our remote learning plan has been made with our students and their families in mind. We believe
that this strategy will work best to ensure that teaching and learning continues uninterrupted as
far as possible. At its heart is a desire to maintain a routine and curriculum as close as possible to
that our students would normally receive in school.
In this guide you will find details of how students will access their learning remotely and what the
arrangements will be in terms of monitoring the work produced. As the new way of working
develops it is inevitable that you will have a number of questions. If so, please do not hesitate to
get in contact with us.
We will provide a regular update on remote learning and share responses to Frequently Asked
Questions via email and on the school website. We appreciate that remote learning will not be an
easy adjustment for some and we are mindful of family circumstances and routines impacting on
students when they are learning from home. If you have any concerns about your child’s progress
please contact their Form Tutor or Head of Year.
A summary of our remote learning plan is below. Specific plans may differ depending on the
subject. Where this is the case, teachers will be in touch with more information.
•

Students will be expected to complete a total of five hours of remote learning each day.

•

As a minimum, resources for each lesson will be uploaded to Office 365 Teams class files
in preparation for lessons each week.

•

Whenever possible, lessons will be ‘live’ streamed. Whilst staff will be available for support
during this time, students may be asked to complete work independently as part of the
lesson.

•

All live lessons will take place via Microsoft Teams and will be recorded, so that they can
be accessed at other times.

•

We will provide regular feedback on the work produced during this remote learning
period.

What you’ll need at home
A device that can access the internet, ideally this would be a laptop, or desktop computer,
though a tablet or smartphone may be suitable for some learning activities.
Student exercise books or folders that they would normally bring to school, alongside the
usual expectations of equipment.
A quiet space where students can work without interruption
If your child does not have any of the above, please let us know as soon as possible so that we
can help support you. We will do our very best to ensure that no student is disadvantaged through
a lack of access and we have some facility to both provide hardware and to support parents in
setting up devices appropriately. If you have any concerns about access please contact the school
at remotelearning@calderlearningtrust.com
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What we expect from your child
It’s important that your child engages with home learning and keeps to their timetable.
If they aren’t engaging with the learning, we’ll use notifications via Classcharts and phone calls
from their Year team to provide additional support - see section 4 of this guide.
What you can do to help
We appreciate that remote learning presents challenges for all of us. We kindly ask for your
support so that we can continue to provide high-quality education for your child during this time.
We don’t expect you to watch your child all day, and we wouldn’t expect parents/carers to get
involved in remote lessons in place of our teachers. But, it would be really helpful if you can take
an active role in your child’s learning by asking them about their day and what work they’ve done.
Our top tips:
Try to encourage your child to be ready and dressed for the start of the school day, and
to keep to their timetable
Distinguish between weekdays and weekends, and make it clear when the school day is
over, to separate home and school life
Plan breaks and exercise into the day to help keep your child active
Please keep in touch with us and do let us know if you’re having any difficulties with remote
learning, or if you have any questions. You can contact us via our email addresses below.
Thank you for your continued support.
Yours faithfully,

RAGray

S.Newton

Robert Gray

Scott Newton

Deputy Headteacher - Curriculum

Associate Assistant Head – Remote Learning

The Calder Learning Trust

The Calder Learning Trust

rgray@calderlearningtrust.com

snewton@calderlearningtrust.com
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2. Expectations for students
From the 11th January 2021 up until at least the February half term (when the government will make
an assessment on schools and the progress with combatting the virus) the school will be providing all
learning remotely other than critical worker provision in school. (Please see section 5 for more
information and to see if your child qualifies)
It is an expectation that all remote work set is completed and the school has a requirement to check
and record engagement for all students. As a result of this we will be communicating with parents
using Classcharts or phone calls should your child not engage with the remote learning offer.
From the 11th of January, all students will be expected to follow their normal timetable remotely.
Teachers will schedule live lessons on Microsoft Teams and will also set all work via the classroom
materials and assignment feature of Microsoft Teams.
This means that your child will have full access to all of their subjects and teachers throughout the
week and will have five lessons per day of work provided.
Research has shown that children work best when following a routine and this is why we are keeping
the day the same as their normal timetable. This means that all students will follow their normal
timetable throughout each day.
PLEASE NOTE: Due to staff illness, there may be times where live lessons are not possible but work
will still be provided via the ‘Classroom materials’ section of the Teams class (see section 7 for more
information of how to access this).
Students can find their work by following the quick start guides that are in section 8 of this
document.
Important: If you do not have access at home.
For the 2020 to 2021 academic year, the Department for Education has provided a limited number of
laptops and tablets to schools to help children and families in need to access remote education during
coronavirus (COVID-19). Students and their families have been asked to complete a questionnaire to
identify where access is a potential barrier to remote learning.
If you still have any concerns about your child’s access to remote learning please contact the school
via remotelearning@calderlearningtrust.com. We will endeavour to support all families to ensure that
no students are disadvantaged by this.
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Section 3. What do we use & how does my child access remote learning?
Remote learning is completed via Microsoft Teams. This is a free online program, which does not
require downloading.
Your child will need an Internet connection and a computer to access this ideally. However Teams
can also be accessed from the following devices (with limited functionality in some cases):• Smart TV (Android TV/ Smart TV with Internet browser)
• App on iPhone or Android device (Download Teams app via APP store/Play store)
• iPad / Android tablet
• X-Box / PlayStation 4 & above (Go through the Internet browser or download the Teams
App) – Useful video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfrSCeedsmE or Google “Connect
To Teams Using XBOX ONE or Playstation 4”
How to access Teams:
Your child can access teams via their web browser and visiting the school website
(www.calderlearningtrust.com) once they have clicked on ‘Calder High School’ and selected the useful
links from the left hand side of the screen a menu will appear with ‘Office 365’. Click on this and then
enter their username and password.
Username will follow their normal username for the computer network
in school e.g.
Joe Bloggs in Year 7
20jbloggs@calderlearningtrust.com
Joe Bloggs in Year 8
19jbloggs@calderlearningtrust.com
Etc.
My child missed a live lesson!
No problem! If your child misses a live lesson then the teachers are recording all live lessons. These
can be found on the “Posts” section of the Class that they are in (See screenshot below). These will
continue to be available 20 days after the lesson has been run and can be watched back at any time.
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Section 4. What remote learning will look like
Every subject is different and as such will look different with remote learning. Our aim is to provide as
close to a students’ normal school experience as possible.
We aim to structure lessons as follows:• Provide all digital materials via the class materials section
• Schedule live lesson at least 24 hours before (this will appear on the students calendar in
Microsoft Teams)
• Provide a live lesson where the teacher will explain the tasks / provide support via chat
facility of teams
• Gather the work back via Teams assignments, this is where students can type into digital
documents or upload pictures of the work that they have done.
• Teachers may ask for the camera to be turned on for certain activities
(Quick start guides are available for all of the bullet points above in section 8 of this document)
Engagement levels & how to check as a parent
As mentioned earlier in the guide, engagement levels have to be recorded and communicated for all
students. We will do this by following the same procedures as we do for positive and negative class
behaviour by using Class Charts. The procedures that staff will be following are shown below:
Positive rewards:
As ever, the emphasis of our behaviour system will be on rewarding the excellent work and
application that we see from the vast majority of students. This will be no different in remote learning
sessions, with Class Charts having been amended to reward students who continue to display positive
remote learning behaviours.
As such, students will receive reward points for the following throughout this period of remote
learning:

Concerns over engagement or behavior:
Concern
Lack of engagement with
remote learning

Action?
Teaching staff to award an R1
when engagement is lacking

Persistent lack of
engagement with remote
learning
Continued concerns over
lack of engagement with
remote learning
Poor behaviour in remote
lesson

R2 code automatically
generated after 5 R1’s
R3 code automatically
generated after 2x R2’s
reached
Staff to award an R4 when
poor behaviour in remote
lesson. Student will also be
removed from the live lesson.

Points & what happens
0 points – ClassCharts will tally these
up. Parents will get notification via the
Classcharts app.
0 points – System will send a message
to Heads of Year, who will make
supportive phone call home.
0 points - Further contact home to be
made by Head of Year or member of
SLT
1 point + system will e-mail HOY to
make contact home
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Section 5. Children of critical workers and vulnerable children:
On the secondary school area of the website is the following link to register your child as a critical
worker child (Key worker).
The government says that a critical worker is “Parents whose work is critical to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) and EU transition response include those who work in health and social care and in other
key sectors outlined in the following sections.”
What do critical worker/vulnerable students do in school?
Critical worker students will be working in school under supervision following their normal timetable
and accessing the same work that has been provided for those students working remotely.
If you are unsure of your occupation counts as a critical worker then check the
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educationalprovision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision
If you have further enquires about Critical workers these can be made to:
keyworker@calderlearningtrust.com
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6. How to get help with Passwords/Class Charts
NOTE: If your son/daughter has forgotten or has any problems with their Office 365/Class Charts
password/code please e-mail icthelpdesk@calderlearningtrust.com quoting below to get your
password reset:
• your childs’ full name
• form
• date of birth & postcode
(Any information missing will not be able to get their password reset) as well as providing an email
address that it is possible to respond to.
Passwords are usually reset to Calder99 (case sensitive) unless otherwise stated.
• All work will come to your child via Microsoft Office 365 Teams to complete the work
• For remote learning enquires that are not password related please contact:
remotelearning@calderlearningtrust.com
• Subject teachers can be contacted via the Outlook e-mail system on office 365 if there are any
subject related queries
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7. Student Well-being

We understand the challenges that may arise during the current situation and the difficulties students
will face with the pressures of a new way of learning. With the government making life-changing
decisions on a regular basis, students may have trouble processing this. The information below is
there to support students as we no longer have that face to face contact.
Please be aware that we do have a support email for students and parents at
noworries@calderlearningtrust.com which is monitored during school hours. Our website also has a
comprehensive list of resources for staff and students to refer to on our Calder Cares webpage.
In addition, Healthy Futures Calderdale has introduced a new way for school-aged children and young
people and families to access advice and support about any physical health or emotional well-being
concerns.
ChatHealth is an NHS-approved secure and confidential text messaging service.
To access ChatHealth, TEXT 07480 635297 (young people) or 07507 332157 (parents/carers) to start
a conversation.
From 9.00am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday, we have experienced clinicians waiting to help. Messages
outside this time frame will receive an automated response letting you know when you will receive a
reply, and who to contact to get immediate help.
Texts will cost the same as a standard text or will come out of your contract message allowance.
Healthy Futures Calderdale specialist teams can support families with things like: sleep, bullying,
healthy eating, allergies, continence, safeguarding, sexual health, behavioural problems, emotional
well-being, relationships, drugs and alcohol, bereavement, puberty and growing up, complex health
needs, and body worries, and can signpost or refer on to other services as appropriate. Our clinicians
can also be contacted by calling 0303 330 9974.
The Calder Learning Trust will also be issuing a student newsletter with resources for both learning
and well-being and to support parents and students a Well-being and Safeguarding Bulletin, again,
with resources to support families.
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8. Quick start guides for how to access live lessons, assignments and resources
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